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Abstract
This paper outlines research focused on understanding
why people do or do not buy underutilised fruit and
vegetables. This will inform the design of future
interventions to promote more sustainable food related
behaviour. A background to underutilised crops and
food sustainability is provided. This is followed by an
overview of the proposed method for capturing the
entire purchasing and consumption experience using
wearable cameras.
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Introduction
This paper provides an overview of ongoing research
investigating why people do or don’t buy underutilised
fruit and vegetables. Underutilised crops are those that
were once grown more widely or intensively but are
now falling into disuse for many reasons [5] and they
could play a key role in ensuring greater food security.
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Figure 1 – Ked
dondong (Spondias dulcis).
An underutilis
sed fruit in Malaysia

Our approach is to use surveys and digittal ethnography
techniques to gather th
his data and build a picture of the
entire
e experience of foo
od consumption in
ncluding
planning, procurement,, preparation, con
nsumption, and
dispos
sal. Through this approach
a
we hope
e to identify
barrie
ers and opportunitties related to the purchase of
underrutilised crops, in order to inform th
he creation of
digital interventions to encourage more sustainable
behav
vior. This paper will discuss the con
ncept of
underrutilised crops and
d the role they pla
ay in ensuring
food sustainability
s
as well
w as our proposed method for
‘understanding underuttilisation’.

Back
kground
Food security is an imp
portant topic conce
erned with
ensuring the continued supply of food an
nd nutrition as
the po
opulation of the world
w
increases. “A
At present,
analys
sis suggests that current trends and patterns of
food consumption
c
will remain
r
unchanged
d and are highly
unsus
stainable whether measured for pub
blic health,
enviro
onmental impacts or socioeconomic
c costs” [6].
Historrically humans hav
ve used 40,000 to
o 100,000 plant
specie
es for food, fiber, crafts, industrial, cultural and
medic
cinal purposes. Around 7000 cultiva
ated species are
still in
n use around the world.
w
Yet over the last 500
years,, around 30 species have become the
t
basis for
most of the world’s agrriculture. Half of humanity’s
h
needs
s for energy and protein
p
are being met
m by just
three crops – maize, wheat, and rice. Th
his leads to
vulnerabilities as the sp
peed and intensity
y of social and
enviro
onmental change increase [5].
Our re
esearch is being carried
c
out in partnership with
the Crrops For the Futurre Research Centrre in Malaysia,
whose
e aim is to carry out
o research into underutilised
u
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plant speccies and related kn
nowledge systems
s, many of
which can contribute to food and nutritional security.
Underutilissed crops are thos
se that were once
e grown
more wide
ely or intensively b
but are now falling into
disuse for many reasons. Fa
armers and consu
umers are
using thesse less as they are
e not competitive with other
species in the same agriculttural environmentt. Yet these
crops may
y be nutritionally rrich and can encourage
better food
d security and nutrition, ecosystem
m stability,
and culturral diversity [5]. B
By encouraging pe
eople to
make use of these currently
y ‘underutilised’ crops, it
may provi de greater biodive
ersity, and contrib
bute to the
improved sustainability of ffood supplies. Thu
us it is
important to consider ways to encourage peo
ople to
consider in
ntegrating these p
products into theirr diets.
The Role o
of Technology
In the passt, interventions such as public awa
areness
campaignss have been succe
essful in changing
g consumer
dietary pa tterns, and initiattives already existt for
curbing fo od loss and waste
e [6]. Environmen
ntally
sustainabl e food behaviour is a growing field within HCI
research, w
with previous studies looking at reducing
greenhousse gas and waste linked to food con
nsumption
[2][3][4]. Technology is no
ow being develope
ed that aims
to promote
e more sustainable behavior, such as the
‘BinCam’ [[3] that shares ph
hotos of waste disposal on
abits.
social netw
works in a bid to c
change existing ha
We aim to
o inform the design of technology to
o promote
more susta
ainable consumerr buying behavior,, with a
particular focus on underutilised crops. It is h
hoped that
by encoura
aging people to se
eek out underutiliised crops,
this may d
drive greater demand for them, which will in
turn ‘pull’ supply.
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Our Vision
V
We arre seeking to investigate how people currently
purchase and consume
e fruit and vegetab
bles. Specifically
we are not only studyin
ng decisions at the
e point of sale,
but also including the entire
e
process of food
f
consu
umption, including
g planning meals and
a
shopping
trips, the buying proces
ss, consumption, and reflection
afterw
wards. This will allow us to pay partticular attention
to the
e ways in which pe
eople mediate the
eir behaviour
with tools
t
and artefacts
s, as this may be where
interv
ventions can be made; for example when people
are planning their meals, or writing shop
pping lists.

Meth
hodology

Figure 2 - Autographer
Cam
mera (source:
www
w.autographer.com)

Figure 3 - Memoto Came
era
(sou
urce:
www
w.memoto.com)

This research
r
will be ca
arried out between
n July and
Decem
mber this year in both the UK and Malaysia.
M
We
will initially deploy broa
ad online surveys to gain a highlevel understanding
u
of consumption beha
aviours and
media
ating artefacts. We
e will then investigate this
furthe
er with a smaller set
s of participants
s using more indepth and qualitative te
echniques.
ce sampling techn
niques such as
Self-reported experienc
diary studies can sufferr from reliability problems,
p
espec
cially regarding foo
od consumption [7
7].
Ethno
ographic observations can overcome
e these
proble
ems but may not be feasible given the extended
period
ds of time being studied and the irrregularity of the
targetted behaviors. To tackle this, previo
ous studies of
food related
r
behaviours
s have situated ca
ameras in the
kitche
en to capture food
d related activities
s. These include
the ‘H
Hobcam’ [2] and ‘F
FridgeCam’ [4]. However as the
behav
viours we are interested in span a number
n
of
locatio
ons we wish to us
se wearable, first person
perspective cameras (e
e.g. Sensecam, Au
utographer
(Figurre 2) and Memoto
o (Figure 3) that capture still
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images pa
assively at set inte
ervals. We hope th
hat through
this we ca n capture a range
e of food related a
activities
over prolo
onged periods of time. These image
es will then
be analyse
ed and used as re
esources for promp
pting
reflection in later interviews
s.

Related Work
As wearab
ble camera techno
ologies emerge, sttudies have
begun to i dentify their use in research settings. For
example, ttraditional ethnog
graphic techniques
s have
been supp
plemented with the SenseCam when studying
the inform
mation access prac
ctices of medicine
researcherrs to observe prac
ctices and provide
e a visual
record for probing during fo
ollow up discussions [1].
Mobile pho
ones worn around
d people’s necks h
have also
been used
d to help documen
nt dietary choices with
annotated images [8]. Rece
ently SenseCam h
has been
used to esstablish the reliabiility of self reporte
ed calorie
intake in a food diary in which it was found tthat out of
34 particip
pants only one foo
od diary accurately matched
the image s capturing the ac
ctual intake [7]. T
This shows
how passiv
ve monitoring can
n overcome the issues with
traditional self reported measures, but the authors
state that it should augmen
nt rather than replace
existing te
echniques.
All three sstudies encountere
ed problems with low image
quality at times, due to mov
vement and low light and
problems w
cameras
with users making
g errors with the c
(such as fo
orgetting to switc
ch them on) [1][7]. Tools
may also b
be needed to man
nage, share, analy
yse, and
understan d the large data s
sets being generated [8].
These are problems that we
e are likely to face
e,
particularly
y dealing with image sets from mu
ultiple days
of camera use. There may a
also be privacy iss
sues with
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photographing people’s activities, especially at home.
However, we believe that it is vital to look for ways to
capture the food consumption practices of consumers in
order to design appropriate and successful
interventions. We will therefore refine and reflect on
these techniques for studying food buying and
consumption behaviour during our studies.

Expected Outcome
This paper has provided a background to the role that
‘underutilised’ crops can play in ensuring greater food
sustainability. Our proposed work aims to use wearable
cameras to explore current behaviours related to the
purchase and consumption of fruit and vegetables in
both the UK and Malaysia. This will then be used to
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identify implications for the design of technologies to
promote more sustainable behaviour. We will also
explore the differences in behaviour between the UK
and Malaysia in relation to this.
In summary, this work introduces a different
perspective on sustainable food behaviours within HCI
as well as proposing a method for studying the entire
food consumption experience using wearable cameras.
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